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Abstract
This paper introduces a two-and multi-level binary phase mask design for improved depth of focus. A novel
technique is proposed incorporating cubic and generalized cubic wavefront coding (WFC). The obtained system
is optical-electronic requiring computational deblurring post-processing, in order to obtain a sharp image from the
observed blurred data. A midwave infrared (MWIR) system is simulated showing that this design will produce
high quality images even for large amounts of defocus. It is furthermore shown that this technique can be used to
design a flat, single optical element, systems where the phase mask performs both the function of focusing and
phase modulation. It is demonstrated that in this lensless design the WFC coding components can be omitted and
WFC effects are achieved as a result of the proposed algorithm for phase mask design which uses the quadratic
phase of the thin refractive lens as the input signal.
Keywords: Binary phase mask design, wavefront coding, extended depth of focus, computational
imaging, inverse imaging.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical systems with diffractive optical elements (DOE) for wavefront coding (WFC) in combination
with computational image processing is one of the promising trends in modern optical development. The
phase coding results in a blurred image and the final, restored, sharp image is obtained only after digital
image processing. It is well known that in systems designed this way not only can the sharpness be
restored but also other imaging properties can be improved. In particular, extended depth of focus has
been demonstrated using specially designed WFC optics in various applications.
Unlike traditional optics, designed for sharp imaging, system with WFC optical elements produce
distorted, in particular blurred, images but the properties of the distortion is such that is allows for
efficient image post-processing.
Computational imaging combines novel optical solutions with advanced digital image processing and
offers the potential to improve over traditionally designed optics with respect to size, weight, cost and,
under some conditions, image quality.
In this paper we design and study two- and multi-level binary phase masks as DOEs. The parameters
of the DOE’s can be selected in such way that high quality imaging and extended depth of focus (DoF)
are achieved without special phase coding elements which are present in conventional WFC designs.
Refractive and diffractive micro-optics developed jointly with advanced digital image processing make
it possible to reduce the optics size, weight and cost while making the systems more suitable with respect
to the constraints of wafer-level packaging and wafer-level camera fabrication.
Specifically, we study application for thermal infrared imaging in the 2-5 micrometer waveband using
a class of DOEs known as Binary Phase Masks (BPM).
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2The phase mask is called binary if the thickness h takes on a finite number of levels [1]. The mask is
truly binary (two-levels) if the number of these different values of h is equal to 2. However, by convention,
the term BPM is used for any discrete phase mask with any finite number of levels for h . The terms
”discrete phase mask” or ”multilevel phase mask” are also used.
A phase mask enables a phase delay for an impinging wavefront that is proportional to the thickness
of the mask. This phase delay is calculated in radians as
ϕ(x, y) = 2pi
h(x, y)
λ
(n− 1), (1)
where h stays for thickness of BPM, λ is the wavelength and n is the refractive index of the optical
material used in the BPM.
The design of a two-dimensional mask is a synthesis of the thickness h(x, y) as a function of the
arguments (x, y) . Photolithography is one of the relevant technologies for manufacturing BPMs.
We differentiate two types of diffractive optics: lensless and hybrid.
There is no a refractive lens in the lensless setup. It is a pure diffractive optical system. In this case
the BPM performs both required functions of focussing and wavefront coding.
The hybrid is a refractive-diffractive setup, where refractive lens and diffractive BPM are combined
in a single unit. In the hybrid the functions of the lens and BPM are specialized: the refractive lens is
responsible for focusing and the BPM is responsible for the wavefront coding.
Optimization is essential in BPM design. The systems assumes joint optimization of the software (image
processing algorithm) and the hardware (BPM). In simulation the true synthetic scene is known, thus the
accuracy of reconstruction can be calculated. The performance of the imaging system can be characterized
by the numerical accuracy of the reconstructed image as compared to the true scene. The design of the
BPM is formulated as a constrained optimization. The constraints are defined by the main characteristics
of the optical system (PSF, OTF, MTF, etc.) and are averaged over the waveband as well as specified for
specific wavelengths as chromatic characteristics of optics. The parameters of the optical setups such as
DoF, FoV, aperture size and focal length can be the input parameters of the design or also be included in
the constrains.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the relevant publications are discussed. Optical setups,
notation, modeling and assumptions can be seen in Section III. The design parameters of MWIR optics
used in this research are in Section V. The algorithm for the BPM mask design is presented in Section
IV. In the subsections V-A and V-B the results for the hybrid and lensless setups are presented. Summary
of the results are given in Conclusion. Details of the waveband modelling and of the algorithm proposed
for the BPM design are given in Appendix.
II. RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS
DOEs, e.g. Fresnel lens and BPMs, plus computational inverse imaging represents a technology which
is able to relax some of the fundamental restrictions that determine the minimum size, weight and cost
of imaging systems using conventional optics. The validity of this statement is confirmed by publications
on distinctly different designs of state-of-the-art optical systems, in particular for thermal imagers.
Fresnel lens as a replacement for spherical lens is demonstrated in [2] for LWIR imaging without
computational deblurring. Implementation of the cubic and generalized cubic phase mask for WFC and
with computational deblurring can be seen: for visual waveband in [3], [4], for low-infrared (LWIR) in
[5], for near-infrared (NIR) with athermalization in [6], for LWIR with athermalization in [7]. Application
of generalized cubic phase mask for design of zoom systems for visual waveband is a topic of papers
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. A wide variety of different types of phase masks have been studied in order
to increase the depth of field: cubic and generalized cubic [3], [4] logarithmic [13], exponential [14],
hyperbolic [15], square-root [16], etc.
3Some of these masks have been compared in [17], where signal-to-noise ratio is taken as a comparative
metric. Optimization of WFC based on the phase transfer function is proposed in [18]. The importance
of WFC, review and further results are discussed in [19], [20] (see also [21]).
Spatial light modulator (SLM) implementations of this kind of WFC for improved DoF is demonstrated
in [22], [23].
BPMs is a special branch of development and application of DOEs. First of all we need to mention
the fundamental publications [1] and [24]. Most publications on BPM design (two- and multi-levels) are
restricted to symmetric masks composed from concentric rings enabling different phase delay for the
wavefront forming [25], [26], [27].
To the best of our knowledge we have not seen approaches incorporating the specific WFC properties
in design of BPMs which is one of the results of this paper.
The term ”optical-electronic imaging” is commonly used for the system requiring post-processing
to reconstruct a sharp image from a deliberately distorted/coded blurred observed/captured image. The
deblurring algorithm is a sub-element of the system design because the final equality depends on both the
optics and the algorithm used. For instance, in [28] a total variation regularized deconvolution algorithm
was developed for noisy Poissonian observation. The comparison with the essential advantage of the
proposed algorithm is produced versus the Wiener filter (e.g. [29]) conventional for this sort of problems.
In this paper we use Block Matching 3D Deblurring (BM3D-DEB) algorithm [30] which is one of the
most successful and universally applicable for imaging application. The algorithm consists of two stages:
first, Wiener inverse imaging, and second BM3D filtering. The success of the algorithm is enabled mainly
by this filters use of a flexible and adaptive sparse modeling of the images to be reconstructed [31]-[33].
III. OPTICAL SETUP, NOTATION, ASSUMPTIONS
We consider a singlet lens optical model depicted in Fig.1: the object plane with coordinates (ξ, η), the
lens plane (x, y) and the sensor array plane (u, v). It is assumed that the object and lens are thin, z1 is a
distance from the the object to the lens, z2 is a distance from the lens to the sensor (image) plane, and
f is a focal distance.
Fig. 1. Singlet optical setup with lens & BPM in the pupil plane.
This setup is standard for studies on DOE design using also the conventional assumptions that all
optical elements are thin and located at the lens plane. Under a paraxial approximation and Fresnel optics
assumptions the generalized pupil function of the considered system is of the form:
Pg(x, y) = PA(x, y) exp
[
jpi
λ
(
1
z1
+
1
z2
− 1
f
)(
x2 + y2
)
+ jBPMλ0,λ(x, y)
]
. (2)
4Here λ is the wavelength, PA(x, y) is the aperture of the lens and BPMλ0,λ(x, y) represents the phase
delay enabled by BPM for this wavelength provided that λ0 the wavelength parameter is used for BPM
design.
The normalized point spread function (PSF) for the incoherent version of the system shown in Fig. 1
accordingly to [34] is of the form
PSF (u, v) = |FPg(
u
z2λ
,
v
z2λ
)|2/
∫∫ ∞
−∞
|FPg(
u
z2λ
,
v
z2λ
)|2dudv, (3)
where FPg stands the Fourier transform of Pg.
The the optical transfer function (OTF) can be written as
OTF (fX , fY ) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞
PSF (u, v) exp[−j2pi(fXu+ fyv)]dudv. (4)
Let Is(u, v) and Io(u, v) be the intensities of the wavefronts (images) at the sensor and object planes,
respectively.
In our simulation experiments, observations z(u, v) are obtained by convolving the true image Io(u, v)
with PSF (u, v) of the system. To make the data more realistic for a true imaging system we add a white
Gaussian noise:
z(u, v) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
PSF (u− u′, v − v′)Io(u′, v′)du′dv′ + ε(u, v), (5)
and in the Fourier domain this gives
z(fX , fY ) = OTF (fX , fY )Io(fX , fY ) + ε(fX , fY )
where ε(u, v) ∼ N(0, σ2).
Recall, that in these formulas the object Io(u, v) is resized to the image sensor size and thus the
magnification factor M = −z2/z1 is eliminated.
By convention the lens defocus in (2) is characterized by the parameter
Ψ =
pi
λ
(
1
z1
+
1
z2
− 1
f
)
(D/2)2, (6)
where D is the lens diameter.
This Ψ is the maximal value of the phase
pi
λ
(
1
z1
+
1
z2
− 1
f
)
(x2 + y2) in radians caused by the defocus.
Let the focus be ideal with the distances z1,0 and z2,0
1
z1,0
+
1
z2,0
− 1
f
= 0
and the deviation from the best focus image plane position be defined as ∆z2 = z2− z2,0. Then for small
∆z2 we obtain
Ψ ' − pi
λz2,0
(D/2)2 · ∆z2
z2,0
(7)
In what follows we characterize the defocus by the ratio ∆z2/z2,0, i.e. by a relative deviation of the
image plane from the best focus position. In this notation, the maximum value of |∆z2| still allowing
high quality of imaging defines DoF.
In our experiments |∆z2
z2,0
| is restricted by 0.04. For the parameters in our experiments it corresponds
to variations in Ψ such that |Ψ| ≤ 30 radians, which still results in noticeable defocus.
Roughly speaking, there are two approaches to BPM design for DoF enhancement. In the first approach
the optical characteristics of the system such as PSF or OTF are optimized with the main intention
5of getting the optical system robust with respect to Ψ and to avoid values close to zero for OTF in
the image effective bandwidth. In the second approach the system is considered from end-to-end, i.e.
from observation to reconstruction including the used image processing algorithm. The main criteria of
concern is the accuracy of imaging and the optical characteristics of the system are treated as an auxiliary
parameters [35], [17] .
The method considered in this paper we are based on the second approach. One of our reasons for
selecting this path is the use of post-processing, the BM3D-DEB algorithm. This algorithm is based on
sparse representation of the image signal to be reconstructed and to some extend it is robust to the effects
of OTF values close to zero. For evaluation the feasibility of a BPM system we use the final imaging
results, post signal processing.
The reconstruction of Io from observations z is an inverse imaging (deblurring) problem. The efficiency
of this inverse imaging will be evaluated in terms of pick-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) measured in dB:
PSNR = 20 log
maxu,v Io(u, v)
RMSE
(dB), (8)
RMSE =
√
meanu,v([Iˆo(u, v)− Io(u, v)]2),
where Iˆo is a reconstruction of Io, maxu,v Io(u, v) is a maximum (peak value) of the object image intensity
and the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) calculated as the square-root of the mean value of the squared
error between the true image Io(u, v) and its reconstruction Iˆo(u, v) obtained after deblurring.
The optimization is produced with respect to the BPM by maximizing a criterion which can be
formalized as follows
J = max
Ψ
PSNR provided minΨPSNR > 30. (9)
The maximum PSNR is usually achieved at the focal point. Thus maximizing J , we maximize the
quality of the image with respect to focus, provided that for any defocus |∆z2
z2,0
| ≤ 0.04, PSNR is larger
than 30 dB. It is generally accepted that PSNR values higher that 30 dB result in a high quality image.
Of course even larger value can be taken for this low bound of minΨPSNR but there is a risk that there
is no solution for (9).
The BPM component in (2) depends on the design wavelength λo and the image wavelengths λ. The
BPM in this paper is designed for mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) imaging within a given waveband.
IV. DESIGN OF BPM
Phase modulation with BPMλ0,λ in the generalized pupil function Eq.(2) is used in order to extend
DoF. The basic idea behind the used approach, known as WFC, is to change the focusing properties of
the imaging system such that the OTF is almost invariant with respect to the defocus Ψ whish allows us
to use this OTF for inverse imaging for all amounts of defocus.
Starting from the seminal works by Dowski, E. R. and Cathey, W. T. [4] and [3] there has been a
flow of publications on phase modulation design, analysis and optimization for imaging based on digital
post-processing.
While the initial motivation for WFC was an extended DoF, it has been demonstrated that WFC is
an universal instrument for design which is robust with respect to various types of disturbances and
aberrations, e.g. chromatic aberrations, errors in optics manufacturing and assembly, athermalization, etc.
The cubic phase mask (CPM) and the generalized cubic phase mask (GCPM) are among the most
popular. They are defined by the formulas:
• CPM:
ϕ(x, y) = α(x3 + y3);
• GCPM:
ϕ(x, y) = α(x3 + y3) + β(x2y + y2x). (10)
6Beyond the cubic phase masks, various candidates for WFC have been studied: exponential, square-
root, logarithmic, harmonic, etc. (e.g. [15], [16]). Note, that the functions ϕ(x, y) used for WFC are not
restricted to the interval [0, 2pi], i.e. they define absolute phases.
While the various phase masks yield different effects, qualitatively, the achieved imaging results are
quite similar. Thus, GCPM can be treated as an universally applicable model for WFC.
The binary phase masks (BPM) is a special class of phase manipulators. It is a thin diffractive plate. The
term binary is equally used for true binary (two level) and multilevel masks. BPMs are used for the phase
modulation of the wavefront in the camera aperture. The goal of this modulation can vary from minor
camera improvement, for example through compensation of aberrations, to full replacement of potentially
bulky and expensive refractive lenses. Recently, BPMs have become a popular tool for design of ”lensless”
micro-cameras. The BPMs are usually designed as compositions of concentric rings of different width
and radius and the design focuses on optimization the selection of these geometric parameters.
Our approach to the BPM design is very different. A continuous absolute phase ϕ(x, y), say CPM or
GCPM, is used as an input variable and the binary mask is obtained as a special nonlinear transformation
of this phase function.
The design algorithm is composed of the following three successive stages:
(1) A special, piece-wise invariant, approximation of ϕ(x, y) as ϕˆ(x, y) with a prescribed value for the
minimum size of the invariant area of the mask defined by the parameter mw. It can be called step-width
parameter as ϕˆ(x, y) is a step-wise function.
(2) Wrapping of ϕˆ(x, y) to the desired upper bound of the mask width (range) pim0 in radians, i.e.
|ϕˆ(x, y)| ≤ pim0. (11)
We use the term order for the parameter m0.
(3) Discretization of this wrapped phase to a prescribed maximum number of the levels N .
Three parameters control the results of this design: the minimal width of the piece-wise invariant
segments calculated as mw − 1, the phase range of the mask defined by the order m0 and the maximal
number of levels N . These parameters are the variables of optimization in (9).
We consider two types of optical systems: hybrid (lens & BPM) and lensless (only BPM).
In the hybrid system the PSF is defined by (2), i.e. the lens is responsible for focusing and WFC is
accomplished by the BPM. In order to design the BPM we use the phase function ϕ(x, y), e.g. (10),
selected as an input variable of the above algorithm.
In the lensless system there is no lens and both operations, focusing and wavefront coding, are performed
by the BPM. For this case (2) takes the form
Pg(x, y) = PA(x, y) exp
[
jpi
λ
(
1
z1
+
1
z2
)(
x2 + y2
)
+ jBPMλ0,λ(x, y)
]
. (12)
Comparing this formula with (2) we may conclude that the phase to be coded in BPM is defined as
ϕ(x, y) = − pi
λf
(
x2 + y2
)
+ ϕi(x, y), (13)
where − pi
λf
(x2 + y2) is the phase shift corresponding to the omitted lens and ϕi(x, y) is targeted on
WFC.
The BPM for (12) is designed by the above algorithm with the absolute phase (13) as an input variable.
Despite the additive form of the focusing and WFC components in (12) these function are not additive
in BPM and cannot be separated.
7V. MWIR IMAGING
The focal length, aperture diameter, field of view (FoV) and depth of focus (DoF) are the first order
parameters of an optical solution. Based on these parameters we model and analyze optical setups with
a generalized aperture equipped with DOE.
The proposed approach is applied for thermal infrared imaging. In what follows we report the results
of a hypothetical MWIR system with typical optical parameters. The used parameter values are shown in
Table I.
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF MWIR SYSTEM
HFoV F# D0 f0 Waveband Pixel pitch Resolution
mm mm µm µm
10◦ 2 4.6 9.1 3.4-5.1 5 1280×1024
Here HFoV is a horizontal field of view, Do is a lens diameter, fo is a lens focal distance. The
parameters in the two last columns define the sensor pixel pitch and the sensor resolution defined as
[columns × rows].
The PSF is normalized for the given effective waveband using a weighted average of the PSF (2) for
every wavelength in the waveband. The weights are defined by the Planck curve for black-body radiation
(details in Appendix B). In a final system design the spectral transmission properties of the lens and/or
BPM material and coatings as well as the spectral absorption properties of the sensor would need to be
taken into account. In this paper we assume those properties are constant across the effective waveband.
A. Hybrid optical system
Let us show the results for the hybrid optics with the following BPM parameters : the order m0 = 1,
the number of levels N = 4, the width-parameter mw = 16, α = 6.5, β = 0. The order m0 defines the
upper bound for the thickness (range) of the mask in radians. According to Eq.(11), it means that for
m0 = 1 the difference between the largest and smallest values of the phase in BPM is smaller or equal
to 2pi. In what follows we assume that z1 = 100 m and z2 = 0.0091 m.
In Fig.2 we show 2D image of the designed BPM and its cross-section. The (x, y) coordinates in the
2D image are given in wavelengths. The phase values of BPM are in radians. The cross-section provides
an explicit information about a 3D structure of the BPM. First, we may note that the thickness (range)
of BPM is less than 2pi, what correspond to the order m0 = 1. The number of levels of the BPM is equal
to N = 4. The cross-section is a step-wise invariant function. The width-parameter mw = 16 means that
the minimum size (width) of the horizontal steps of the cross-section is calculated as mw − 1 = 15. The
designed BPM is a piece-wise invariant 3D surface with quite large horizontal patches in (x, y) directions
having sizes not less than mw − 1 = 15.
The cross-section demonstrates that the profile of the mask is quite simple and reasonable to implement
using conventional etching or laser lithography techniques.
The comparative performance of the hybrid system is illustrated in Fig.3. It is done for noisy data with
σ = 0.002 in (5), i.e. about SNR = 48 dB with respect to an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise in
the sampled blurred image. The result for the hybrid solution (lens & BPM) is shown for unprocessed
observations dash-circle (red) and the deblurred reconstruction solid-circle (red). The equivalent results
are shown for the optical lens system with no BPM, observations dash-cross (green) and deblurred
reconstruction solid-cross (green) and for the system with optical lens plus continuous CPM, observations
dash-diamond (black) and reconstruction solid-diamond (black).
8Fig. 2. Hybrid: lens & BPM, order m0 = 1, level number N = 4, mw = 16, α = 6.5, β = 0.
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Fig. 3. The optical lens system with no BPM, observations dash-cross (green) and deblurred reconstruction solid-cross (green). The optical
lens with continuous CPM system, observations dash-square (black) and reconstruction solid-square (black). The result for the hybrid with
BPM are shown as observations dash-circle (red) and deblurred reconstruction solid-circle (red).
The optical lens without any phase modulation will have improved performance with deblurring, but
only in the very narrow neighborhood of the focal distance with deviations less that 1% of the focal
distance. As expected the two systems with BPM and CPM show a large improvement in PSNR after
deblurring and the improvement stays significant for relatively large deviations from ideal focus of up to
4% of the focal distance.
It is interesting to observe that for this simulation the discretized BPM actually outperforms its contin-
uous CPM equivalent. If we treat the BPM as a discrete approximation of continuous CPM, it is a very
useful approximation because it performs better than its original.
The comparison of the solid and dash curves demonstrates how efficient the BM3D-DEB technique is;
9even for the lens system with no phase modulation.
The visual comparison of the results for the strongest 4% misfocus is shown in Figs.4. The left image
pair shows the observed and deblurred result from the hybrid optical system and the right image pair
shows the observed and deblurred result from the lens-only system. The improvement in sharpness of the
hybrid solution is clear. The plots below show a line plot of the ground truth signal (solid red) for the
center line and the observed signal (dot-dash black) pre and post reconstruction.
Fig. 4. The left and write images are done for the hybrid and lens only systems, respectively, provided the strong 4% misfocus. The
advantage of the reconstruction obtained for the system with the BPM phase manipulation is clear.
The longitudinal cross-sections of PSF’s produced through the focal point are shown in Figs.5. The left
image is for the lens system without phase modulation. It is very sharp with the peak located exactly at
the focal point. The right shows the PSF for the hybrid solution with BPM. It is much wider and elongates
along the axis z, which defines the robustness of the system with BPM with respect to the misfocus.
Fig. 5. The longitudinal cross-sections of PSF’s for the lens system without any phase modulation and with BPM. For the lens (left image)
it is very sharp with the pick located exactly at the focus point. The right image for hybrid with BPM mask is wide and elongated along
the axis z, what defines a much less sensitivity of the system with BPM with respect to the defocus.
Images in Figs.6 and 7 show the dependence of MTF on variations in the defocus z and the wavelength
λ. Plots on the left are prepared for the lens-only system without phase modulation and plots on the
10
right show results for the hybrid system with BPM. In each plot we have a set of curves. In Fig.6 the
effective waveband is fixed in each sub-plot and curves are produced for a set of z covering the interval
of defocus. In Fig.7 the amount of defocus is fixed in each sub-plot and curves are produced for a set of
varying λ covering the effective waveband interval. The general conclusion is obvious, while the MTF
for the lens system is very sensitive with respect to both the defocus and change in wavelength (color),
the BPM modulation results in strong stabilization of the MTF which becomes robust with respect to any
variations in either defocus and spectral characteristics of the signals.
Fig. 6. The dependencies of MTF on variations in the defocus z and the wavelength. Left images are done for the lens system without
phase modulation and right images for the system with BPM. In each sub-image we have a set of various curves. The wavelength is fixed
while the set curves are obtained for various defocus z.
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Fig. 7. The dependencies of MTF on variations in the defocus z and the wavelength. Left images are done for the lens system without
phase modulation and right image for the system with BPM. In each image we have a set of various curves. The defocus z is fixed while
the set curves are obtained for various wavelength.
B. Lensless BPM optical system
In the lensless optical setup the BPM is responsible for both focusing and wavefront coding, i.e. the
both cubic and quadratic phase variations are exploited for the mask design.
Surprisingly the specific WFC effects have a place even without the cubic term ϕi(x, y) in (13), i.e.
the system with this sort of BPM, designed for pure quadratic phase, demonstrates decreased sensitivity
with respect to defocus.
In Figs.8 and 9 we show the two and four levels BPM designed using the WFC’s cubic and lens’s
quadratic phase. We considered also the designs without the cubic summands in (13). Visually these masks
are very similar to those shown in Figs.8 and 9.
Fig. 8. Two level BPM for the lensless system.
12
Fig. 9. Four level BPM for the lensless system.
The performance of these BPMs is shown in Fig.10. The four curves on the top corresponds to the
PSNR of deblurred images. The two solid (red) curves correspond to the BPM with the cubic phase terms
while the other two dashed (black) correspond to the pure quadratic phase coded in BPM.
Firstly we note that all these curves are nearly flat with a high level of PSNR (larger than 30 dB
desirable in (9)) which is an indication that the final, deblurred, image quality is very good. The curves
corresponding to the pure quadratic phase differ only by a low magnitude with respect to the more stable
flat curves obtained for the phase coding with cubic components. The four levels BPMs show about 5 dB
better performance than the two level BPMs.
The group of the four horizontal curves (two of them directly overlaid and not individually distinguish-
able) at the bottom of this figure correspond to the PSNR of the noisy observations and show how much
the deblurring is able to improve imaging.
The longitudinal cross-sections of PSF’s for the lensless systems without cubic and with cubic phase
terms are shown in Fig.11. Comparison of these curves versus the similar curves for the lens system
in Fig.5 demonstrates the WFC effects in the lensless case and shows that the cubic term makes this
cross-section more uniform with respect to z.
In Fig.12 we show the variations of MTF of the lensless, two level, binary system with respect to the
defocus z and the wavelength λ. The comparison with Figs.6 -7 demonstrates that the stabilization effects
observed in the hybrid system is not as strong in the lensless case.
Nevertheless the PSNR curves in Fig.10 show that, averaging over the effective waveband, the imaging
enabled by the lensless system with BPM is of high quality.
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel BPM based technique, designed for improved depth of focus, is proposed, allowing the
incorporation of WFC. The obtained system is optical-electronic requiring computational deblurring post-
processing in order to obtain a sharp, high quality image from the observed poor signal. It is shown in
the simulation of MWIR imaging that this design is quite efficient producing high quality imaging even
for high levels of misfocus. It is also shown that this technique can be used for design of a lensless
system. It is demonstrated that in the lensless design WFC coding components can be omitted and desired
13
Fig. 10. The two solid (red) curves at the top corresponds to BPM with the cubic phase terms while the other two dash (black) correspond
to the pure quadratic phase coding in BPM. The four curves at the bottom correspond to observation PSNRs. Details on correspondence of
the curves to different cases are clarified by the legend.
Fig. 11. The longitudinal cross-sections of PSF’s for the lensless system without cubic (left) and with cubic component (right) in BPM
design.
WFC effects will still be present as a result of the proposed algorithm for BPM design using as an input
signal the quadratic phase of the thin refractive lens. Its efficiency is demonstrated for thermal imaging
wavebands for two configurations of the system: lensless (only BPM) and hybrid (lens & BPM).
The algorithm developed for BPM design is universal and can be applied for various scenarios not
restricted to MWIR imaging and for various phase functions enabling WFC.
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APPENDIX
A. Waveband modeling
The phase shift by BPM in (2) is defined by the function BPMλ0,λ(x, y) depending on the wavelength
λ and the wavelength λ0 , which serves a design parameter.
The PSF depends on both λ and λ0. Denote it as PSFλ,λ0(u, v).
For a non-monochromatic radiation the intensity at the sensor plane is calculated as
Is(u, v) =
∑
λ
∫∫ ∞
−∞
PSFλ,λ0(u− u′, v − v′) Io,λ(u′, v′)du′dv′, (14)
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Fig. 12. The dependencies of MTF for the lensless system without the cubic phase term on variations in the defocus and the wavelength.
where Io,λ(u′, v′) is the object intensity radiation for the wavelength λ.
It is assumed in our modeling that
Io,λ(u
′, v′) = γλIo(u
′, v′), (15)
i.e. there is an object pattern Io(u′, v′) independent on the wavelength λ and the intensity of radiation
is identical for all λ within a scalar factor γλ.
The imaging problem is reformulated as a reconstruction of this wavelength independent object pattern
Io. Accordingly the observation model (14) is replaced by the weighted mean
Is(u, v) =
1∑
λ γλ
∑
λ
∫∫ ∞
−∞
γλPSFλ,λ0(u− u′, v − v′) Io(u′, v′)du′dv′. (16)
In our experiments, the weights γλ are selected following the spectral distribution of the black body
radiation, which depends on the object temperature.
The summation (or integration) on λ in (16) gives the total intensity of the radiation registered by the
sensor.
Defining the averaged PSF as
P̂SF λ0(u, v) =
1∑
λ γλ
∑
λ
γλPSFλ,λ0(u, v), (17)
we arrive to the initial form of the input-output modeling (5), where PSF is replaced by the averaged
P̂SF λ0(u, v) calculated for a given waveband and Io,λ is replaced by Io from (15).
In our modeling we assume that the distribution of γλ is calculated accordingly to the Plank’s law for
the blackbody intensity radiation. The wavelength distribution of this thermal radiation is in the form
γ˜λ =
1
λ5
exp(
A
λT
− 1), (18)
A = hc/k,
where k = 1.38 · 10−23 is the Boltzman constant; c = 3 ∗ 108 is the light speed; h = 6.6 · 10−34 is the
Plank constant.
All these constants are given in the corresponding units. Thus, the wavelength λ in (18) is in m and
the absolute temperature T is in Kelvin’s degrees. In our simulation experiments T = 300 K. The γλ in
(15) is the normalized version of γ˜λ: γλ = γ˜λ/
∫ λhigh
λlow
γ˜λdλ.
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